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India’s 67th Republic Day
was celebrated in all its glory at SIMS on 26th
January 2017 marked by unfurling of the Indian
National flag followed by beautiful rendition of
patriotic songs by Sur. Brig. (Dr.) Rajiv Divekar,
Director of SIMS gave an elaborate and an inspiring
speech to the students of SIMS on this august
occasion.
The highlight of the morning was the introduction of
the new Student Council to the Junior Batch.

HANDWRITING ANALYSIS WORKSHOP
Graphology (Handwriting Analysis)
workshop was conducted by the Editorial and the
Media Relations Cell of SIMS on 21st January 2017. It
was successfully delivered by Mr. Milind Rajore, a
renowned Graphologist along with his team of
associates. .
A person's handwriting is as unique as their personality, which makes it tempting to connect the two.
Mr. Rajore explained 150 eager students the
nuances of the science. Symbols are as unique as
our own DNA, which was beautifully expressed by
Mr. Rajore in the workshop.
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On the glorious occasion
of our country’s 67th Republic Day, we at Pranay
invited 80+ children from Khadki and the students
of Project Vidyottama to be a part of our
campus celebrations. Their arrival was followed
by a cake cutting ceremony, a sumptuous lunch and
interaction with the student managers on campus.
The afternoon was spent catching up on animated
shows with their friends in the auditorium.

PANEL DISCUSSION - DEMONETISATION

SIMSETT conducted the Panel
Discussion on the topic-" The Implementation
of Demonetization" on 7th Jan 2017. It was an
intellectually stimulating event honoured by
the presence of Mr. Frank Hoffman, Regional
Director of Indo- German Chamber of
Commerce and Mr.Abhay Tilak, Eminent
Economist from Indian School of Political
Economics who addressed the gathering.
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In rememberance ....

Harshvardhan Singh Raghav

He was the sort of person who'd ALWAYS
have a smile (a pretty charming one!) on his face no matter
what the situation was. And that "chill yaaaaaar.." attitude.
He was one of the RARE few people in this college I actually
enjoyed hanging out with. I still remember how he used to
call me and ask me to send assignments and notes on such
a 'short notice'. Crazy he was!
Hey Harsh, wherever you are, I really really hope you are
happy. Just know that we all miss you a lot. Lots of love bro
:*
And yo, GGMU! - Tanya Sud

Harsh was one of a kind. Never before
had I seen a guy so chirpy, so cheerful, so full of life…..everytime, all the
time. In him I also finally found a guy who was as mad and passionate
about Manchester United as I was. We could spend hours together in the
evening doing nothing other than discussing United, dissing each other,
pulling each other’s leg, sometimes even discussing technology and bikes
(what with him being a gadget freak and me being a bike aficionado). He
loved his family so much that wouldn’t go to sleep without talking to them
every night. He had a penchant for the big things, HE LIVED LIFE KING
SIZE and was alway - the life of the party. With him, I’ve lost my best
Harsh was a kind and helpful
bud, my brother and my confidante. Rest in Peace Harsh, you’re never
person. The greatest pool partner i could ever have. I’ll miss
alone! - Abhishek Nair
everything starting from random late nights to the many
hours just chilling and having thsoe deep converrsations.
Its almost been a month and it still feels like we conversed
You’ll be missed. Hope the next realm is kinder wherever you
yesterday. Harsh was a person of an incredible vibe, a person
are... Shine on, you crazy diamond!- Utsav Sood
with an ability to overawe any gathering which has always been
a rare attribute. Looking back, I am honoured to have known
Darth vader haha ! I could zero in on a space concept of
harsh. Some unfulfilled promises but we'll get there. You are
'nubulae' Nebula means cloud in Latin. These are areas in
missed and will be remembered forever
which stars are being created or where a star has died. The
- Paurush Yadav
cosmic clouds come in all shapes and sizes and are made out
of interstellar dust and gases. There is a Christmas tree
I met Harsh when I used to go swimming. And even
nebula, a horsehead, a unicorn, a hand, fried egg and lots
amongst the few conversations we had, I could sense that
more. These beautiful clouds which are not visible to the
he was a cheerful person. His smile said it all. I hope you
naked eye really highlight the fact there is a lot more happenfind peace wherever you are... still loved, still missed and
ing in the night sky than you can see.
always in our hearts.
And on momentum aspect there's nothing i could find
-Archana Nair
anything.
There’s not been
This was the last thing he sent me. He lived longer than this
a single day since we lost him
life had to offer. He still does.
that he is not fondly remembered. Harsh was one
- Jahanvi Sharma
of the most positive souls that one could come accross.
We have done a lot of things that we’ll
His spirit was at times overwhelming but you couldn’t just
never regret. The good ones or the bad ones, moments we will
say hi to him and walk away. I was always bound to sit
never forget. It is hard for us to cheer up, because we are feeling
down with him and talk out anything that was bothering
blue. By accepting the fact that our life is never the same wihtout
me and he would just culminate the discussion with a
you. You have been here with us through our ups and downs. You
whiff of humour and wit leaving the other person in splits.
will be willing to walk on by the outskirts of all towns. Just help us
A very deep loss but he will always be remembered with a
get through our problems all along. Now that you are already gone,
happy heart since that was one thing he lived for “Keeping
I guess we have to be strong
the rest of the world happy while he kept his issues aside
- Vasundhara Dhawan
at all times” - Nikita Singh

